Delta CleanTech Leading CO2 Capture into 2022
Calgary, Alberta – February 11, 2022 — Delta CleanTech Inc. (“Delta” or the “Company”) (CSE:DELT;
FRA:66C; OTCQB:DCTIF) provides an Overview of 2021 and a look into the 2022 Growth Opportunities.
Delta’s President – Jeff Allison comments on Delta’s exciting first 6-months as a publicly traded company.
With over 17 years of experience in the clean energy sector providing environmental, social and governance
(“ESG”) driven, identity-preserved waste (“IPW™”) solutions, Delta CleanTech is still considered a technology
industry leader in CO2 carbon capture; solvent & glycol reclamation and carbon credit origination and trading.
Since the launch of Delta’s public operations in August 2021, Delta has continued to make significant progress
in the CO2 carbon capture and clean energy sector. Delta has extended its global reach and is developing CO2
projects in Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, the UAE, Australia, and China. Delta is pleased
with the progress in China, having preliminarily qualified for six large CO2 capture projects. Additionally, the
Delta team tripled its business development and delivery capacity in Calgary and Regina in 2021.
In 2021, Delta CleanTech’s Technology was selected for three new CO2 carbon capture plants/projects: two in
Alberta and one in British Columbia. The Delta team also attended and/or presented at 12 national and
international events during the year, which were held in Europe, China, India, The United States, Canada, and
the United Kingdom.
Both government and the capital markets have been striving to meet the social mandate of emissions reduction
and have developed creative taxation and incentive programs to encourage emission reduction targets. As
increased attention surrounding environmental change, social, governance requirements, and new carbon taxes
continue to grow.
To further educate and collaboratively work with global clean energy colleagues, Delta held a series of
CO2 carbon capture and carbon credit workshops, both online as well as in person over the last months of 2021.
These well attended workshops have been effective and will continue in 2022 with workshops being held in
Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, Abu Dhabi, and China.
2021 was a proactive, exciting, and productive year for CO2 carbon capture, the clean energy sector, as well as
for Delta as a new public company. Delta developed new partnerships and cultivated business relationships
with over 60 energy industry and other industrial companies that are looking for a CO2 mitigation solution.
Many of these companies will be making CO2 capture infrastructure purchase decisions in 2022 and 2023.
Delta’s 2022 business development docket has more qualified projects and prospects then anytime in the 17year history of Delta in; coalfired power generation, cement manufacturing, natural gas power generation,
natural gas cleanup and other energy decarbonization projects.
Early 2022 will begin the expansion and accelerated growth of Delta’s wholly owned subsidiary, Carbon RX,
a carbon credit origination, aggregation, tokenization, and streaming business originally found in 2006 as North
American pioneer in the voluntary carbon credit market.

About Delta CleanTech Inc.
Delta CleanTech Inc. is a 15-year ESG-driven, recognized global technology leader in CO2 Capture,
Decarbonization of Energy, Solvent & Glycol Reclamation, Blue Hydrogen Production, and Carbon Credit
Aggregation and Management. Delta continues to provide solutions to clients all over the world in sequestering,
capturing, and reducing CO2 and through its Carbon Rx wholly owned subsidiary is originating, validating,
tokenizing, and streaming Carbon Credits.
For more information contact:
Jeff Allison, President
Phone: 306‐352-6132
Cell: 306-530-6025
E‐mail: jallison@deltacleantech.ca
Forward Looking Statements
This news release contains "forward-looking information" within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation, which are
based upon Delta’s current internal expectations, estimates, projections, assumptions and beliefs and views of future events. Forwardlooking information can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "expect", "likely", "may", "will", "should",
"intend", "anticipate", "potential", "proposed", "estimate" and other similar words, including negative and grammatical variations
thereof, or statements that certain events or conditions "may", "would" or "will" happen, or by discussions of strategy. Forward-looking
information include estimates, plans, expectations, opinions, forecasts, projections, targets, guidance, or other statements that are not
statements of fact. Specifically, this news release contains forward looking information relating to trading of the Company’s common
shares on the CSE, the Company's engagement with investors going forward, among others.
The CSE does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.

